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ABSTRACT. Cnlcnlatif >ns ol iippc-r Mtiiiosphuir ionisation an- mad* aftia rannL*koL*k 
icrtaiii niocJifjL’atioiis. It is .issiiiiK'd that tlu^  uppe r aliiio^pln. i e* aho\c mo knn ronsisls ujninh 
of and O win'll- I'IuH owl'i and Hil iniddU- atmosjiluu lu low tin's Icvl-1 consists ol N., and 
O.j. There is a layeu'of transition hetween the (wo occupvint^ the rep;ion So*j.a» 'Hu
tcinperatuie in the upper atim► spluTc is asMiiiied to Ik- Odo '^K and that in the transition layci 
3oo”K. The sun is take‘11 to be radiatinj.]  ^ like a black body at bSoo®K Calculations show that 
there- are ionisation niaxinia at .ysokm. due to CT at ibn km due to N., and no km due to 0 „, 
1'hesc three maxima are identified with the l'«, b'l ami 1{ i re^ i^ ions.
fhe most interesting point to be noted is that attempts at obtaining^ trom lluauelical
eoiisieleratkais a la\ei «»f ionisation at the height (»f the l{, reyion have hitlu-rto failed. I his, 
in fact, p r o m p t e d  Chapman to put forw arel the hypothesis that the ionisation of the b regioti 
v\asdncto ultra-violet radiation while that of thi- region was due t(» the hombiirdinent id 
neutral corpuscles sli:)t off from the sun It is well-known that ohservalioiis during sokai 
eclipses prove defiiiib-ly that the regi(‘ii ionisation is also dm- to solar ultra-vi(»lct radiation, 
d'he work described here thus removes Iht aiioinah regarding the formation of the layer. 
It can now be defiiiitt'ly Msserted that the region round mo km in which lajrid transition of 
O2 to I ) occurs is alsf), as a consecjueiice, the region nf maximum ionisalifui of (). niid that the 
ionised laver formed near this level is to be identi(ie<l with the b,, layer.
1 N T R O D U C T T O N
Tlie ionosphere is now knovAii to l)c stratified into a number of regions or 
layers of inaxinium ionisation. The layers of most irersisteiit ionisation aiein  
the upper atmosphere above go km. In recent years strong evidence  ^ lias been 
obtained of the occurrence of ionised regions in the middle (i5-c)0 km.) and also 
in the lower (0-15 km.) atmosphere. The heights and the accepted nomencla­
ture of these regions of ionisation are given in the table below.
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Of the layers in the upper atmosphere Ei and are permanent features of 
tlic ionos[)hcre and are found to exist at all times of the day and night throughout 
the year, and F i arc generally present during the daytime. Compared with 
the layers ill the upper atmosiiherc, tliosc in the middle and the lower atmosphere 
arc very irregular in ficcunencc In fact more recent ohservalioiis^ appear to 
sho v^ that (he B and the C regions occur only occasionally as patches or blobs 
of ionisation which can rcnect radio waves.
Tlic origin of the slratifiction is still ill-understood tliough the agency 
causing the ionisation is now known more or less definitely to be the solar ultiV  
violet radiation. Besides the solar radiation a number of agencies of geophysical 
oiigin like thunderstorms, meteoric showers, -etc., have also been suggested 
producing ionisation, the former ])articularly in the lower regions of the ionos-\ 
phere. Appleton” suggested in 1(133 that the four upiiermost regions arc coimecl- 
ed with the ionisation potentials of nitrogen and oxygen atoms and molecules, 
though he did not offer any definite explanation as to the meclianisni of the 
stratification.
Pannekoek'^ in K126 develoi->ed a method of computing upper atmosphere 
ionisation by assuming the sun as a black radiator and applying W oltjer’s ’ ' 
extension of Saha’s the( r^y of thermal ioiiisalion. vSince in tliis the^ r^y the absorp­
tion of tlic ionising radiation l>y each of (he constituents is considered 
separately it is to be expected that the different constituents should, in general, 
yield different distributions of ionisation with height. The stratification and 
other details of the ionosphere were unknown at the time of Pannekoek’s work 
and the significance of the results of his analysis were not properly appreciated 
when liis pai^er was published.
After the discovery of the two main stratifications of the ionosphere, K i 
and Chaimian in 1931 attempted to apply Pannekoek’s analysis to explain 
the stralilicalion by assuming the upper almosphere to consist of O2 and O
and taking the temperature to be about 3oo'’K:. Chapman was unable to trace 
the origin of the ionisation inaxinnnn at tlie level of the lii region, /.e., at about 
tod km., to any known piw ess of atomic or molecular ionisation. This result, 
as is well-known, led him to offer the hypothesis that the upper layer is due to 
the action of solar ultra-violet radiation and the lower one to the action of high 
speed neutral cor])UScles shoCoff from the sun. Subsequent observations during 
solar eclipses," 1ioa\ever, failed to substantiate CliapmaiPs theory. A t the same 
time Chai)inan  ^ developed his theory of ionisation by considering the absorption 
of monochromatic lacliation in an atmo.splicre rotating Avith the earth. The results 
of his analysis haA^ e been widely utilised for studying the wn iation of ionisation at 
different hours of the day and night and in different latitudes. It has recently been 
shown by vSaha and Rai‘' that Chapman's theory if it were ^properly developed 
and extended/ would have led to the same result as that of Pannekoek,
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Since the publication of Chapman's work our ideas regarding the stale and 
constituents of the upper atmosphere have undergone considerable modificatiom 
In view of this it is desirable that the proljlcm of the stratilication of the 
ionosphere be re-examined in the light of our newer knowledge regarding the 
upper atmosphere. This has been done recently by the writer both with regard 
to the formation of the uppei F i  and layers and the lower K, layer, A 
communication^ on the former was made to the Malheiiiaties and Physics 
section of the Indian vSeience Congress (January, 1038) and the results arrived 
there are described here after revised calculations. In the present paper the 
question of the K 1 layer ionisation is also discussed. In connexion with this 
latter it should be mentioned that it had not been hitherto i)ossible to explain the 
ionisation at the level of the | layer l.)y the application of Pannekoek’s theory. 
In a recent paper by H ulburl'* in which he has nlilised Paimekoek’s formula 
111 a modified form, no indication of ionisation below 200 km. was obtained. It 
will be shown below that this curious result of the analyses by the above 
w-orkers, namely, no evidence of ionisation at the F  1 layer level, may he traced 
to the special nature of the assumptions made regarding the distribution of Or^ . 
Hiilburt has avssuined that is distributed above iro km. according to
Dalton's law, the temperature of the atmosi)liere being 3 6 0 The distribution 
of O2 assumed by Chapman has not been definitely mentioned. It is now
believed, however, that due to the photo-dissociatmg effect of the solar radia­
tion all the U2 molecules above aliout 730 km. are completely dissociated to (). 
There is thus a layer of transition between, say, 80 km. and 130 km. in which Oy
is transformed to atomic oxygen. Consideration of the photo-ionisation of Oo in
this region of transition shows that an extremely thin ionised layer is formed 
wuth a maximum of ionisation at about lou km. level The dcfiniie a i^scrliuu 
can thus be wade that ike wo kui. level lehirh is llie level of rapid Ininsilion 0) 
0*2 io O is also, as a consequence, Uie level of maximum ionisation of Oo and the 
ionised layer founed in this legion is io be ideniified luith the Pvi Jayei.
2. P A N N F  K O K K '8 M E T II O D A N D  1 T S M () I) I 1" I t A T 1 () N
As iiieiitioiied above Paiinekoek’s method ol ti eating the ionisation of the 
upper atmosphere has been the 4?arliest and is the must geneial method In oin 
calculations of the distribution of ionisation due to the various gases, ue will use 
Pannekoek’s method* with certain minor modifications. We mn\ proceed to 
discuss briefly the derivation of the working fonimla which we have aclually 
employed in section 5.
* I an. greatly iudebled to Prof M.N. Saha for the kiial help 1 r c  eived f.ou, hin. in
clearing up a number of points in Pannekoc-k's theory and abo lor helpful criUci.sms .egaoinig 
the contents of this paper. Fig. i depicting the absorption., by Nj and by (J.j in the region 
A<ioooA is drawn at liis .suggestion.
(a) Wolljer and Milnc*s rxtensum of the Saha Ionisation Formula
The theory of the'ionisatioii of elemenls by the heal was, as is well-known, 
first ji^ iveii hy Saha^® in igs^j. The fraction of a hot gas which is ionised is given
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where y is the fraction of the gas ionised,
P— the total pressure due to the ions, electrons and neutral atoii\s
(d y n e s /c iu ^ .),
///..— the mass of electrons (gins.),
'r — the absolute temperature of the gas in the equilihriuni state 
(degrees absolute),
h— Planck \s constant,
0
k— Boltzmann’s constant,
X— energy of ionisation per atom (ergs).
The formula strictly holds when the gas, the electrons, the ions and the 
radiation are in perfect thermodynamical ecjuilibrium. One however meets with 
difticult>' if one tries to apply the formula to the case of the atmosphere of a star, 
say, that of tiie sun, which is at a temperature of about 5 0 0 but  which is 
traversed by radiation at a temperature as high as b8oo*^K emanating from the 
photosphere. The cavSe might be compared to the laboratory experiments in 
which light from an arc at qooo^C emitting like a black body is made to traverse 
a column of sodium vapour at a temperature of 400"" to 500°C. vSiiice the 
case of ionisalion of the earlli's atmosplierc belongs to this class— the temperature 
of the atmospheric gases being, say, 300*" to t5oo®K while the leiupcrature of 
solar radiation is ()Soo"K— the vSaha ionisation formula as given above in its 
original ionn cannot be applied, (hie has tjjcrefore to suitably modify the 
ionisation formula in order to^jiply it to the case under discussion.
A  preliminary alteiiipt in this direction was made by Saha and Sur^  ^ but 
the correct formula was later derived by Woltjer. The thermodynamical deriva­
tion of this fonimla is rather complicated. An easier deduction based on kinetic 
theory considerations was given hy Milne in 1924. Starting from this formula 
v^e shall i)rocecd to coiij]nite the ionisation of the upper atmosphere according to 
the method iiulicated by Panuekoek introducing tlie necessary modifications at 
their proper places.
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where
Snhy {2)
n i is the number of ions per xmit volume,
Hr— number of electrons per unit volume, 
iV— number of atoms per unit volume,
V— frequency of the radiation,
I — intensity of the radiation of frequency r,
V',,— ]probability coellicient, it ” ives the fraction of the total number 
of atoms ionised when radiation of unit intensity and of frecpiency 
r is incident iipori them,
njnr
' N '
-value of 111 H r
N
in the equilibrium condition, when radiation
is at the same temperature with the gas,
Vo— threshold frequency for ionisation,
T — temperature of the gas in degrees absolute,
c— velocity of light.
(fc) Modification oj Ihc above Formula for fjwiled kangt of Intc^raiicni 
over which Flioto-clechic Absorplion is assumed. C onstanl
The evaluation of the integrals involved in eqn (*.0 requires a kii(A\ ledge of 
as a f u n c t io n  of V. Pannekoek has assumed to be proportional to 
It is known, however, that is connected with the atomic absorjption co­
efficient by the relation
y j h v .
As will be seen later on wc shall assume the absorption coefficient to he 
c o n s t a n t  over a limited range of integration. It follows from this assumption 
that i/'*' — Ajv  (where A is a constant) within these limits.
We may therefore write eqn. (2) as
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N ' "n
f '
/ /v . dvV'
where and 1^' are the limits between which the photo-electric absorption 
coefTicient is assumed to be constant. \
hincc, e * »  1, we may put
; ==
. Snhv^«  - - -  , where T] is the temperature of the black body.
Remembering these, the above eqn. becomes
' f ’’' - h ’l k r
\ ■ -8 • d,,
J l ’t)
n I rt „ _
n '
III 1 1 ,
N
n,n,
iV T,'. T - '
J
£ ,
x^ i e ^ ' dx 1 
10
A-=^ r ds
when Aj = /n'//vTi and x —fivIkT.
Now it can be piovcd that
n, Hi
N
p
y having its previous significance.
Taking this into account and substituting the value of 
the original Saha formula ieqn. i), we get
Hith from
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'r J   ^10
dx^
T a '
J  V.,
(3)
r  ^ d.r
where p is in dynes/cm/'*' and x
The expression on the right hand side of this equation is different from 
that of Pannekoek. If, however, the values of the limits v,, and r' are 
such that
s dx > >  X{) iA.' dx'
and that »  a*
then it is easy to show that eqn. <^3) takes the form
2 - f  I,. i  ^ ... (4)
which is the same as that of Pannekoek\s.
3. A P P L I C A T I O N  T O  T H E  E A R T H ’ S A T M O S P H E R E
In calculating upper atmospheric ionisation from eqn. (3) it is necessary, 
tirst of all, to find out what fraction of the total energy radiated by the sun per 
second enters into the earth's atmosphere The value of this fraction is 
oj/4n- = /i, say, where is the solid angle subtended by the sun at the earth. 
Chapman^'and Saha and Rai^ have taken =  j/230,000; we shall also use 
this value. Hence we have to multiply the right hand side of eqn. (3) by /3 
so that we get
, p = l 3 n r  e
i
i :
x i r dx.
= K, say... (.5)
‘ X dx
Now the density of ionisation at any point due to the photo-ionisation 
of a particular gas depends upon the intensity of the effective radiation reaching 
that point. This intensity will, in its turn, depend ui>on the absorption 
suffered by the radiation in passing through the superincumbent atmosphere. 
This latter can be calculated if we know the coefficient of absorption y of the 
gas per atom or molecule ami also the distribution of the pressure of the gas with 
height ill the atmosphere*
We may therefore write eqn, (2) as
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N  ““
 ^ C I
^  Jc
f '
7 /v . dv
V '
I ^hvjkT ( j  ^ \ dv
where »'o and v' are the limits between which the photo-electric absorption
coefficient is assumed to be constant.
bince, e *  ^ vve may put
I =
V
Snhv^ I
JivIkT,
«  bTr/^ w  ^ T] is the temperature of the black body.
«
Remembering these, the above eqn. becomes
Stt/zv" hvI kTi
n i Ue _
^N~"
tijn,
“ N
~N
I
f , ; '  
f
^ - h v i k r
dv
dv
c^ j e ‘^ ^dx]
T i.
ii\
where X] = /jv/A’Ti and a —/zv/A:T*
Now it can be proved that
n ijl r
N
j r  P 
i - y = " ’ feT ^
y having its previous significance.
Taking this into acenunt and substituting the value of 
the original Saha formula (eqn. 1), we get
n i n, from
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y  x u  dxj
p „  fet •—^11,_______
h'’ ' ' -  (3)
.r-e d^ c
where is in dynes/cm. and x is in ergs.
The expression on the right hand side of this equation is different from 
that of Pannekoek. If, however, the values of the limits vp and v' are
.such that
f
OO
x' e^ dx > >  la:' dx'
X ( ,  J x '
and that a:'^  »  ;v
then it is easy to show that eqn. 3^) takes the form
f
. p = q^ 2 ^,-x/feTj
r — L * 1 *i - y ^  ■ h'
which is the same as that of Pannekoek's.
... (4)
3. . A P P L I C A T I O N  T O  T H E  E A R T H ' S  A T M O S P H E R E
In calculating upper atmospheric ionisation from eqn. (3) it is necessary, 
lirst of all, to find out what fraction of the total energy radiated by the sun per 
second enters into the earth’s atmosphere The value of this fraction is 
o)/4rr = /i, say, where is the solid angle subtended by the sun at the earth. 
Chapman” and Saha and Rai” have taken fi =  1/230,000 ; we shall also use 
this value. Hence we have to multiply the right hand side of eqn. (3) by /3 
SO that we get
y  i . - R  Unme)- T , T
(■ *' .1 XiCJ  a; 1 0 .^ 1 dx^ say... (5)
dx
Now the density of ionisation at any point due to the photo-ionisation 
of a particular gas depends upon the intensity of the effective radiation reaching 
that point. This intensity will, in its turn, depend upon the absorption 
suffered by the radiation m passing through the superincumbent atmosphere. 
This latter can be calculated if wc know the coefficient of absorption y of the 
gas per atom or molecule and also the distribution of the pressure of the gas with 
height in the atmosphere,
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Let US suppose that the 4 ^nsity N , of a gas at a height z above a certain 
datum level be giveit by ‘
.. . , (6)
wJktc N o is the number of molecules or atoms per c.c. at the datum level.
Let us now consider an attiiospheiic layer of thickness dz at the height 
and of unit cross-section. The absorption of the radiation , in passing through 
Ihis layer will obviously be given l)y
\vlierc 1 is the inleusity at incidence,
y— the absorption coefficient per molecule or atom, 
and ,3 is reckoned positive upwards.
Snbstiluting for N , from eqn. ((>), we get
dl
I
=  7  / ( N o ,  z)dz
Integration yields
f N .
7 1  /(N o
I = Io e
, z)dz
(7)
where.lo is the intensity at the level at which N is zero, i.c., outside the atmos­
phere of the absorbing gas.
The distribution of pressure generally follows the exponential law, i.e.,
N ,=/(N o..^)
- Oz=  N,| e
where is a constant which determines the nature of the distribution. W c 
then have
I =  Io ’^
•vN ./fl
It is evident, therefore, that to obtain the actual ionisation density produced 
by the incident radiation at the height z at which the density of the gas mole­
cules ot atoms is N ; the expression for K  (eqn. 5) will have to be multiplied by 
the. factor ■ -
n'hii.s
I
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A.  U P P E R  A T M O S P H E R I C  C O N S T T T U E  N T vS. A N D  T H E I R  
T E  M P E R A T  U R E AND A B S O R P T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
A S S U M E D  F O R  T H K C' A h C U L  A T T O N S
111 order to evaluate the right hand side of eqii. (8) it is necessary that we 
know the properties of the atmosphere we are considering A knowledge of the 
temperature, constituents and pressure distribution in the upper atmosphere as 
well as the absorption coefficients and the limits of absorption of the constituents 
is necessary. We give below the assumptions we have made with regard to 
these and also our reasons for making the same.
(a) Uppet /limosphcric Consiiiuents and Temperature
As mentioned in the introduction our ideas regarding the temperature and 
the constituents of the upper atmospliere have in recent years undergone consi­
derable niodificatioin Leaving aside the older view prevalent before the identi­
fication of the auroral green line (of atomic oxygen) that the higher regions of 
the atmosphere consisted of the hypothetical element geocoronium, the belief 
that the main constituenls of the upper atmosphere were hydrogen and helium 
persisted for a very long time. These gases were subsequently shown to be 
liable to escape fioiu the atmosphere owing to insufficient pull of gravity. The 
view held till recently had therefore been that the upper atnio.sphere constituents 
were No and 0 :i Even this view is now losing ground and our latest concep­
tion regarding the upper almospherc is that it consists of and O. The 
absence of O2 is explained as due to the photo-dissociating action of the solar 
rays converting all the O2 to () down to about 100 km. level. Since our calcu­
lations on the ionisation in tlie atmosphere will be based on the assumptions that 
the atmospliere below lOf) km. consists mainly of N2 and O2, and that above, of 
N2 and O and there is a layer of transition between the two round about 100 km. 
we would discuss these points in a little more detail.
Tlie dissociation of O j to O is brought about by the absorption af the 
continuum of the Rulige-vScJuimanii bands beyond A1750A according to the 
following reaction
T'he first atom is in the normal state and the second one in an excited state. Nov 
since the process of recombination depends upon the pressure, the oxygen atoms in 
the rare high atmosphere will be almost permanently free while tho.se in the lower 
and the comparative!)^ denser atmosphere will recombine and produce O.^ - There 
will thus be a transition layer between the high and the middle atmosphere in 
which the amount of O2 would rapidly increase with decreasing height while that 
of O would rapidly diminish till it is practically non-existent. Calculations carried
10
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out recently by Majunidar/® though not quite rigorous, show that the transition 
occurs fairly sharply and that the atmosphere at and above about T30 km. is almost 
entirely devoid of 02-
On the basis of the above we have assumed the following co\istitution of the 
atmospheie. From the ground level up to 80 kni, the atmosphi^ric constituents 
are principally N  ^ and Og (except of course the o^c)nosphere between ao and 
45 km.) in a more or less mixed state. Between 80 and T30 km. the density 
of the,O2 molecules decreases rapidly while that of () increases. This decrease 
of the density of we assume to occur exponentially according to the 
equation
* —
N , =  No c
where £ is the height reckoned from the 80 km. level, No the density at this level 
and 6 is a constant. The value of No is known to a fair degiee of approximation 
from radio and other meteorological observations and is taken as equal to 
i ‘6 x i o ’ + 02‘ m o le c u le s / c .c .^ A t 130 kin. the number of O^-molecules is 
greatly diminished, which we assume to be by a factor 0*625  ^ so that, it is
10  ^ molecules/c.c. These assumptions give the value of 0 to be 0*46 x l o '
Above 130 km. we assume that the only gases present are No and O and that 
these are m diffusive equilibrium under the action of gravity. In other uords 
each of these constituents are distributed according to Dalton’s law
N ,= = N o e  m o le c u le s / c .c .
where No is the density at the datiuii level (130 km.) in molecules/c.c., 
m— the mass of each molecule, 
z— the height reckoned from the datum level, 
and T — the atmospheric temperature at the levels concerned.
It should he noted that we have assumed above that the upper atniospliere 
consists mainly of N2 and O, In other words, we have as.snmecl that unlike O2, 
No is not photo-dissociated. This assiim])tioii is based on the fact that the 
forbidden lines of N are apparently absent in the liglit of the night sky and 
of the aurorae. According to S a h a / " however, this apparent absence is not 
to be regarded as a criterion for the absence of N in the upper atmosphere. To 
quote his remarks,—
The forbidden lines of nitrogen arc
192231 5202 1
‘  h A 
19231J .51999
■<5 - 2p = v 2SS4o 
96179617')
C)6o6j
.S 9 
A34674
10398'3 
A
104I0'2
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The last is in the infra-red and has not yet been observed either in the morning 
or the evening flash, A34674, is too far in the ultra-violet and has not
yet been found. A5202, is promising, but it is unfortunately mixed up
with the (0,2) bands of N^. Sommer at one time identified the line observed near 
A5306 as being the ' S -  *D line of N , but the matter needs careful reinvestigation. 
The discussion shows that as yet there is no definite evidence for the presence of 
forbidden lines of X 1:1 the night-sky spectrum, but this does not absolutely 
exclude the possibility of their occurrence.*’
Since the above was written by Saha, Kaplan'® and also Bernard^^ simul­
taneously reported the existence of a line A.3470 in the spectra of the light of the 
night sky and of aurorae. This has been provisionally identified with the line 
-  2P, the wave-length of v\liich is A3467*4A. In a private letter to Prof. Saha, 
Prof. Kaplan informs him that his new measurement with an apparatus of higher 
dispersion gives the wave-length as A3_i67A. It seems, therefore, that the identi- 
iicaliou is salisfactoiy and that one cannot altogether deny the existence of atomic 
nitrogen in the upper atmosj)here However, in the absence of more detailed 
knowledge regarding the presence and dislribution of atomic nitrogen v\c have 
in tha present coin nunicatiou thought fit to omit the consideration of this gas 
in subsequent discussions.
It may also be noted here that the .hypothesis that the upper atmosphere 
consists chiefly of N2 and O raises a difficulty with regard to the explanation of 
the production of aurorae at great heights— 1000 km. and above. The spectra of 
the aurorae give unmistakable evidence of the presence of molecular nitrogen but 
it is difficult to see how^  No molecules can reach such great heights. On account 
of diffusive separation between N 2 and C), the former will occupy the compara­
tively lower regions of the upper atmosphere and the highest regions wfill consist 
mainly of atomic oxygen. This diflicully, which is a serious one and to which 
attention*has been drawn by several woikeis, can be met with if w'c accept the 
auroral hypothesis developed recently by Hulburt and Maris. Accoiding to 
these authors iiitiogen molecules xiroducing the aurorae do not attain the auroral 
heights from the denser atmosphere directl5  ^ below the aurorae but are transported 
to the auroral regions from the low^ er atmosphere above the equatorial regions by 
being ionised by the solar rays and guided by the terrestrial magnetic field.
The temperature of the high atmosphere which w^ e arc concerned with is 
still a matter of speculation. Anomalous variations in the election dem-itj of 
the F region of the ionosphere lend support to the hypothesis of a high 
temperature in this region. Maityn and Pulley think that the teiiipeiatiue 
between 100 km. and 300 km. level rises linearly from 1200 K . In
view of the still doubtful nature of this too definite assumption we have taken 
the temperature to be uniform and 6oo®K. The temperature between 80 and 
130 km. in the transition layer (Os— r 0 )is taken to be 300 K . Consideiation 
ill regard to the application of Pannekoek’s method for calculating the ionisation
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distribution is also one of the reasons for assuming a constant temperature. 
In the case of the temperature varying vvitJi height, as Wilclt lias shown, the 
tlieory of thermodynamical equilibrium no longer holds.
In table i the assumptions regarding the composition, i>ressure distribu­
tion and temperature described above are sminnarised.
T abi.k I.
Region.
8o km. 
to
130 km.
Mean 
I'emp. T.
3uo K
Constituents.
C2.
and O
Dcusitv Distribution.
For ().
, N, Neti 
N(j —J'6 X molecules/e.c.
6/ = 4‘6 xio'®
Datum level —8(j km.
130 km. 
upwards
600'K
and
()
N.,
—4 X 10^  ^ atoms/e.e. for O
= i'6 X io ‘^^  moleculcvs/c:.e. 
j for
I Daliini level —130 km.
The values of No for and () at km. are calculated from the data 
given m a recent paper by Mitra and Rakshil on the distribution of the 
constituent gases in the uppc*r atmosphere.
(6) The Coefficients of Absorption
In section 3 \\ e have seen hov\ the ionisation formula (eqn. 2) should be 
modified when one is to calculate the ionisation of a gas of which the 
absorption coefficient is constant within certain frequency limits. (Jur knowledge 
regarding the absorption coefficients of tlie constituents which we are considering 
are extremely meagre. All previous workers on this i)roblem have utilised the 
well-known formula of Kramers " ' developed for X-ray absorption :
V -
ihvr
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We will also do the same* for Go and No- For atoinir oxy t^ i^i we will utilise 
the value of the absorption coefficient recently obtained l)y vSalia and Rai’’ from 
wave mechanical considerations.
It will 1)e seen tlial Kramers' formula involves the atomic number Z, 
When a[)plied to the case of molecules like No and Go, Z cannot obviously be 
identified with the ordinary atomic number on account of tlie effect of 
' ‘ screening of the nuclear charge due t(j the .presence of the outer electrons. 
To compensate for the screening effect the calculated value of yioi >' = Vo) 
has to be multiplied by a fraction. The magnitude of this fraction can be 
estimated by comparing the value of the absorption coefficient for O as deduced 
from Kramers* formula with that deduced quantum mechanically l>y Saha and 
Rai. This fraction is found to be (vSaha and Rai ; Kramers) i/g for the process 
O^P— It will not be unreasonable to avssume that the fraction is of the 
same order for Go and N2. Gn account, however> of the uncertainty and also 
the large range of values i)Ossible we have carried out our calculations by 
assuming this fraction to be i/ io  ajul 1/50, so that if at any future date 
more exact values ol the absorption coefficient be available either experi- 
pientally or from Iheoretical considerations it may be possible to identify the 
results of one or other of the above sets of calculations as the actual ionisation 
distribution.
(r) Liniiis of Absorpiion
The limits of the wave-length ranges absorbed by the gases with which 
We arc concerned may obtained from spectroscoj)ic data. Gur knowledge 
regarding the absorption of ultra-violet light by N2, thj and (3 has been collected 
by Saha,’ ’ ' and by Chainnan and krice.^' For convenience, W'C present here 
the collected data only for wiU'c-lengths A-< loociA, in the accompanying table, 
since it appears that wave-lengths above this value cannot ap[)reciably ionise any 
of the above atmospheric gases.t
 ^ The applicability of Kramers' lau to the cases in questiou is open to serious 
objection.« though till recently it was being used by various authors in connection with astro- 
physical problems. Recently T. b. Page*< of Oxford has earned ont experiments to test 
the validity of this law in the case ni the hydrogen atom and has concluded from his 
results that the ust' of Kram ers’ law in astrophysical probh ms is unjustified A very 
interesting di.scussion in this eonneedinn in which several eminent astrophysicists took pa^ -t 
has been recently publisjhed in “  'I'lie Observalory."
t  T h w  is it possibility that aU.ins or niolei-nles in some of tlic- exciter! states may be
photo-ioniserl l>v liKbl of fiequeiu v less tliati that corresponding to the obsen-erl iomsation
lOTtentials. Itut this possibility is left out of cousitloiatiou in the present diseussion.
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T able 2.
Spectral Region Phenomena observed. Remarks.
Mole(nilar AM 000-795 A Rydberg sequence of First observed by Price
Nitrogen 1 absorption bands converging 
to the limit A795A. A few  ^ tenths of a mm. at N.T P. 1 cause almost complete absor- 
ption.
and recently by 
Worley and Jen
kins.*8
^<795A \ Continuous absorption 1 commencing at A795A (i5'5^3 
e. V. . Each quantum absorb­
ed produces uorwal and 
electron. A few tenths of a 
mm. at N T.P. show the conti' 
nimm.
Obse rved by Worley 
and Jenkins
i
A A 795 661 A 
A <661A
Rydberg seciuence of ab.sor- 
ptioii bands converging to the 
limit A661A. A few himdreths 
of a mm. at N .T  P. sufGce to 
bring out the absorption 
1 spectra.
j Continuous absorption 1 commencing at a66i A <18-67
Observed bv Hop- 
field and recently 
bv Takamine and 
others.*®
j
i
1 1
! c.v.b Each quaTiturn absnrb- 
1 ed produces excited and 
' electron. Absorption same as j above
M
j
Molecular ! AA1500-101 gA Scric.‘= of dilluse absorption 
bands tt^nding to the limit 
AioiyA. A few tenths of a 
mm. at N. T. I'. prodnee com­
plete absorption
Observed by Pi1ce and
Oxygen
A<io]gA
Collins. 3'
1 An expected continuum of absorption commencing at 
AioigA (12 J e. V 1 Hncb 
(juantum ab.^orbed .should 
produce C)"l normal and elec­
tron Very weak absorption. j
Not yet definitely 
observed
A A1000-6 70 A b) Complicated svslem oi I
absra-ptinn bfimls 111, T,......  )
which may be fitted iiitr) a Ryd- ; 
berg sc(|uoncc ccuiverging Lo 
the limit A764.7A (16 1.4 e.v ),  ^
(li) Anolhei ‘system of 1
bands (M, N ,......... ) forming
Rydberg sequence ce nverging ! 
to the limit A744A (16.5 e v I. ' (fn) A third system of !
bands <P Q ,... t forming !
dberg sequenee passing to ! 
the limit A670A (18 -75 e v ) ! 
i^v) An ionisation continuum
Ob.served by Hopfield 
and by Price and Col*' 
I ins
tforreapnncling to the second
system (M, N ............ ) of bands
starting abruptly nt about 
(16.7 e .v j.
Absorption in all tlie above 
cases is very strong, a few 
hundredths of a nnn. at 
N T. P. being sufikienl to 
show the bands clearly.
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Atomic
Oxygen
Spectral
Region.
1
Vbenomen'fi observed. j Remarks.
x<9iqA Each quantum absorbed 
lcad.s to the resiction :
0 '7 >— >n+'.C (13,55 t.vi
The intensity of absorption 
is not known experiment­
ally. Absorption coefficient 
calculated theoretically by 
Saha and Rai is 218 x lo*"' ’ 
cm.* per atom.
X < 858A 0 '5 — > 0 + ’P (14-4 ev .) Effect negligible
x <744 O'tJ—> 0 -"-P (16.5 e.v.)
111 fig* I the data coliected in the above table are represented graphically.
--
l P ' ' "
1 ---- 1_____ 1__ 1 ..i_____^ __j; . ^  _i _ i _____ 1_____ 1
N,
1000 5^0 <\Q0 850 800 750 700 5^0 600 550
Og
Fig. I - Absorption spectra of N2 aiu3 O2. 'Hie vertical lines represent the positions of the 
observed absorption bands while the heights of these lines represent the relative 
intensities of absorption approximately.
The ionisation of any of the constituent gases may, from considerations of 
the data given above, be regarded as the result of absorption of light within a 
particular range of wave-lengths, e.g., AAgio-744A for atomic oxygen, AA744-661A 
for molecular oxygen and <  66iA for molecular nitrogen. The lower wave­
length limit of absorption of nitrogen is not know n bnt for purposes of calculation 
vve shall take it as A585A.
In table 3, the limits of the absorptit)n ranges, the coefficients of absorption 
aud the ionisation potentials of Nji 02 and arrived at in the light of the 
jibove considerations and used in our calculations are summarised.
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T abl.k
1
Limit o f  abf^ orptioii
Logarithm of 
coefficient of 
absorption.
Ionisation
potential.
A A g i o - 7 / ^ ^ A
C) 1 T7'A4^ 7 ( e .  V . )
a \ 7 4 4 ^ 6 6 i A ('■ ) I 7 ’ 2 3 M
* h j
i^i^4’0 3 6 - 4 ’ 5 6 8  X j ( ' 0  i8'5354
i 6 ‘5 ( e .  V . )
A A 6 6 1 - S 8 5 A U) i 8 ' 98 ,S4
N2 1 1 8 - 6 7  (c. V  )
m 4^ ‘ 56 S - 5 ' i .5S  X TO”* HI) i 8 ' 2 8 6 : j
1
111 the actual calculaliuns it is necessary that we lake into account the 
variationo f with frequency. In the case of O. and N., this variation follows, 
according to our assumption, Kramers* law, /.e., varies as i/i'^ In the case
of (), according to Saha and Rai,'* y,, varies as  ^ these varia­
tions are taken into account over the ranges we arc dealing with it is found (see 
Appendix) that the mean value of y is of tlie order of o'eSy,,^  . Our calculations 
have been made with these mean values of the absorption coefficients, treating 
them as constants throughout the eiitiie ranges of integration.
R E S  V> h T S n  P C A L C  U L A T T O N S
The values of K for O, Oo and Nm are calculated from cc[n. (3) with the 
proper limits of the integrals given in table 3. It should be noted that for the 
particular values of the limits dealt with, cqn. (3) approximates, as pointed out 
in section :: (6), very closely to raiuiekoek's eiiuatioii.
(ti) Ionisation due to 0
It may be seen in table 2 that the radiation in the range AAgTo-7.'l4A which 
is responsible for the photo*ionisation of O may also he partly abvSorbed by N.. 
This latter absorption will evidently reduce the intensity of the radiation available 
foi the ionisation of () and hence the ionisation density due to O will be less than 
what it v\ ould have been in the absence of N.. The reduction, however, will not 
be very great since the relative density of the Nn molecules at the licights at which 
the ionisation of O is produced is much smaller thfin llial of O atoms. Tacking 
deiinite knowledge of the intensity of alisorption by No in this particular band, 
we shall assume that the radiation in this band is reduced to o'o^ of its original
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value oil this account, Henc'e, to calculate the ionisation clue to (>, \vc have to 
uiultiijly the right hand side of eqii. (8) by the factor 0 05. Thus we have
■ yN JO
i “ y “
P = o'o5 K  c
lieinenibering that n,., the iiuniber of electrons or io n s p e r  c. c., is given liy 
that «  i and that p = ISi ^kT we get
,, ^ '\ / o‘o5KN ', - l . y N J O
//r
We have already assumed (Table i) that the distribution of either of the 
gases No and O obeys Dalton’s law above 130 km. level. Hence the \ aliie of  ^ is 
niglkT^ U'heie )u is the mass of the oxygen atom.
The above equation gives the ionisation density corresponding to () at the 
height z at which the number of atoms per c. c. is N >
ib) Ionisation due to (k.>
The wave-length range responsible.for the ionisation of Go is AA7^4-061 A. 
Theie is, houu\-er, absorption by No and (') near this range of wavelengths 
commencing from A800A and fiom A744A, respectively. We have assumed 
that Go exists in the lower and in the middle atmosphere and also that there is a 
transition layer in which On is gradually replaced by G between So and 130 km. 
Tile ionising wave-lengths (for O^ ) AA744-661A will, therefore, be partly absorbed 
by the overlying No and G before reaching the tiansition layer. The value of the 
absenption coeflicient of O is not known. Our only knowledge regarding the 
absorption by No is that a few hundredths of a mm. of nitrogen at N .T .P . suffice 
to show the bands commencing at A800A. The amount of Is 2 and O above 
130 km. being about o'g and 0*45 mm. at N. T. P , it would not be very wdcie of 
the mark if we assume that the intensity of the ionising radiation leaching the 
transition layer is reduced by a factor o'ooi. This reduced value of the intensity 
of the incident radiation is used in our calculations. We thus have
’> - , /i = o 001 K e
\-y r
And as before
\ / o'oo] KN , ^
/cf
where
a ,■
f) = q'6 X (see table 1)
Wo aio (killing ^ i^th nnioninpoiir
11
rnt svstoTiis, sn lliai n }
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Radiation of wave-lengths in tlic nmge AA< 66iA which can ionise N2* 
is not known to be absor!)ecl by any of the abo\^ e gases. In this case, therefore, 
we have simiDly
_ A /
where 0— inglkT, m being the mass of the molecule.
We now tabulate the values of K , y, T  and 0 for the respective constituents.
T able j .
0 Oa
i _____________
Nj
logioK
1
1 n  ‘4
1
I2-:33t6
1
j 'b I7' t5Q7 (/) iS ‘9r>53
If^ gloT I7’334S 1
j 1//) iS ‘ b^()7 [ii) 18-21)63
T bi )n ® K 1 i b()(J'' K
logKjfl 7 () n6':;S | 77441
With the liclp of the above data, the values of for different values of N . 
are calculated for each of the constiliients and for eacli set of \ a^lues of > for 
andN2- The height at which a particular value of occurs is ol)tained from 
the data given in table i. The results are tabulated below .
T a b l e  5,
(a) Ionisation Distribution due to Atomic Oxygen
N
?nU s per c. c
Tk*ight nbo\f 
ground 
(Km ), -
Ionisation density 
(l{kctrniis/<\ c.).
I q II  5 KS5 1
jo2-99
10^ ^ 191 1i
j q O'BJ
loio 228
1
1 Io«-7<)
ir>i« ^ i Iofl-77
in®
i
in® n
lO^ 4 < )8
i
Id*' 554 i1
ir)4 700 1j yoLlW
(6) Ionisation Distribution due to 0 ^
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N
(TNIo U h ' u I c s  p e r  r . r . ) . n l f o v e  
( K m  ).
r o t i i s a l i o n  d e n s i t y  ( K le c L r o iL S /c  e .)
!
1 } )  7 = .- i ,>1M597, ^11^ 7 -1 0 *8 -1 6 0 7 ,
i
i
1 lo 2 - «
1 0*3  1 8 6 V e r y  s m a l l
JO*‘^ 61 37 I0 V 9 J
]o * * 9 (. j q ,S'4R 2n-'>
ll) *^  j l o i K)5 '04
lo^* ' i n ( i l(y1-64 ir,4.!>4
1()3 m  j 1( ,^4-011 1 0  ^ 04
1 : : i  i1 lo ' l0 4 l ( d ‘ 04
ICJ^ 1 3 1 JC)2 01 1()204
( t )  I o n i s a t i o n  D i s t n b u t i o u  d u e  l o
N
a l> n v c
( K i n . ) .
T o n i . s n t io n  ] ) e l l s i l^ ' K le e t r o n s / e . c ' . ' i .
( M o le i 'u le . s  ptM  V e . ) .
( /)  7  -  i (  ^os'' j
' ________ ___ _ _ ^ ______ J
( / / )  7 — 10*8-061.
T.V3 io 5 '2 7
10*2 K in ic d
1 0 **'^ 1 6 7 106-21
1 8 7 I q5 84 To 6-09
I q T.0-6 :!o 8 ] io ^ ‘ ®*
10^0 229 1 10 ®'®’' 20‘^ '66
10 ® 2 ^ 2 io S - 1 ^ 106*6
20 *^ 3 J 4
104-66 104 66
1 0 ® 3 ‘>^ Io3-fi0
j q 3‘ G6
lO * 4 S 2 u . 2‘66
1  ^ ^_____
] m'2 6P
_ . _ __________  . , . - - -
S82 / .  N , Bhat
lonisaiion Doisify {Iilrctn^n<i/r i\)
i^’g. 2—I)i'trihutfon of ioTiisr-ition with 
lieiglit. y ^ i/ s o
lonisatiim Dcnslfy iJ''lCch(^iis;C r  )
Ih'g. jf—Di^lrihiilioi) of ioni.sation wiUi 
7 i/io 7(Ki anu'i>).
The results ai'e plotted in figs. 2 and 3.
D T S C U S S T O N O F  K K S T1 L  T  S
As mentioned in section 4(b), on accnnnl of the uncertainty rcgaidiiig the 
value of 7 foi O2 and vvc have assumed t\vc> possible dilferent values oi 7 
for these two gases, hi liguie 2 the values of 7 for both Oo and No are taken as 
1/50 oi tile corresponding values obtained Irom Kramers' formula on the assuin]>- 
tion that the value of Z (effectiw nuclear charge) for (),. and No are S and 7, 
respect!vel>'. It will be seen that the upj)ej‘ thick line curve in figure 2 which is 
the resultant of the two curves due to O  and No (obtained by adding the 
abscissae) shows two distinct ionisation maxima at the levels of 25c) and 160 kms. 
approximately. The ut>per maximum evidently corres|»onds to region h\j and 
the lower one to region F ]. The respective electron densities are b'3 x 10*' and 
I 6 X lo^ ' jjer c.c. These values me to be regarded as those for equinoxial noon 
ovei the equator, i.e., when the sun is directly overhead. With the variation of 
tlie solai activity the values of the ionisation density of all the layers will of course 
change enormously but it will be seen that the calculated values are of the 
correct order and also that the relative values of the maximum ionisation of the 
different layers as well as their heights agree closely to those actually observed.
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The most interesting result of our calculations is with regard to the layer 
at about loo kui. level. There is no difficulty in identifying this with the Ki layer 
the presence of which could not be hitherto explained theoretically. As 
mentioned in tlie introduction the position as well as the distribution of ionisation 
of this layer is .determined by the existence of the region of transition of () ., to O, 
the influence of which on the production of a layer of ionisation had not been 
considered till now. It will be noted that the layer is extremely thin ; this is in 
conformity with experimental evidence. The calculated value of the ionisation 
density (6'3 x lo ”’ electrons/c.c.) seems to be slightly in excess of the observed 
value, but this may possibly be due to the fact that the reduction of intensity ip 
the band A,\74t-66jA caused by the absorption of the overlying Ns and 0 is 
greater tban that assumed in section .stfc).
In figure 3 ,  the values of y for both O g  and Ks are taken to be t / i o  of 
ylKiamers). The resultant ionisation curve for the upper region (F layer) does not 
show the tw o .stratifications F I and F^ .. Which of the two sets of values of the 
absorption coefficients [i/.soor i /lo of y! Kramers)] is more probable can only 
be decided by future experimental work on extreme ultra-\'iolet absorption of 
these gases, it is lo be noted that neither the height nor the distribution of 
ionisation of the layer at loo kni. (Fli layer) is markedly affected by tlic assumed 
ehauges in the value of 1.
Without going through the whole series of calculations one can estimate 
how the po.silion of the ionisation maximum will depend on the various factors, 
such as tlie temperature, the absorption coefficients and the pressure or density 
at the datum level.
The height at which the maximum ionisation for a given gas will occur is 
gi\’en by
Xnuiv” I l  log,. A o H y
wlieic the “ scale height."
Inspection of this loriimla shows tliat if y is decreased the height will 
decrease. Thus if for the F j and F'l layers, keeping y for O constant, wc decrease 
the value of y for N ., the effect will be to produce a greater separation of the 
two maxima.
An increase of temperature of tlie atmospliere will involve a ri.se in the levels 
of inaxiniuni ionisation.
Further if the proportion of nitrogen molecules with respect to atomic 
oxygen at the datum level he smaller than that assumed before (i.c., if N„ for N2 
is siiialier than the assnnied value. No toi () Iieiiig c-oiist.int) the sti.itifiiation 
will be more [n-onoimced because the level of iiiaxiTiiimi ionisation for will be 
lowered down.
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In the case of the ionisation clue to O2, we have 
, _ 1 N o7A.iniix"“ «'  ^ •
The value of N q, llic molecular dciisily at the 8o km. level is known with 
fair accuracy. The value of 0 will, however, vary with the assumed density at 
T30 km., where dissociation of O2 is supposed to lx* practically complete. Jn our 
calculations we have taken the density at tliis level as lo'^  molecules/c,c., so 
tliat 0 = 4 -6 x i o “ .^ If instead of 10'^  we take 10^  moleciiles/c.c., 6 becomes 
equal to 2 27 x and hence the level of maximum ionisation rises to a height
of about 110 km. for both the values of 7.
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(Refetnice ‘ paj e^ 77) 
We have, from Kramers' law.
Pq V V-*
mean value of 7 between the limits vo and v' is given by
•7 1 dv
y = . - j h p -------
v '- v „
_ Ft' + v,,
,/2 ... (a)
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For Oy, V(, = ii'036 X and v' = 4'568 x t o ’ ■’ (Table 3). Hence from
eqn. (a),
7 „ •'0
For N-2, X 10  ^  ^ and v' = 5-i2S x lo^ Hence y-™o’84 y
For O, we liave’^
I' 3 I |.«
iiicau value of y between the limits vq and v' is ^iven
-  r '-v o
=  5 „ ___^^ :o___ »'() „ .
3 3
ih)
And for O, v,> = 3‘3i4 x 10 '^“’ and v'= 4 o^ b^ x so tliat wc^^ct, from
e<in (h),
7 =  077 y^
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